Introduction
Oka Q15] proved that any domain of holomorphy in C n is a 
Then the canonical mapping W(U, %}-+W(X, g) is injective.
Proof. Suppose we have two cocycles {/0}, {^J and suppose that there exist an open covering 33={F fc ; a cocycle {/J eC°(S3, g) 'and a mapping p\K-+I satisfying the following conditions :
(1) V fc cEU, for any k^K.
(2) /*-y,oD/i =£,<*> in any V fc f\Vi^> where p(*0=p(W).
(3) p is surjective. For any z'e/ we shall consider a fixed k^K with p (£)=£. For any x^U t there exists /eJf such that #eF z e33. We put If we put in J7 t nVi, {FJeC°(U,g) is well-defined and satisfies (1) X is a mapping of (A 9?) in (A^)-(2) For any /eg there exists a holomorphic function / on D with / = /°X (In this case / is called an analytic continuation of f to (X, A£)).
(3) For any (V, D', <p') satisfying (1) and (2) (such is called an analytic completion of (A ^>) w;#A respect to g) there exists a mapping i/r o/ CD', <p') in (D, 5?) such that (i/r, D, $0 is an analytic completion of (ZX, ep') with respect to the family of all analytic continuations of functions of g.
Cartan [7] proved the unique existence of such envelope of holomorphy. Especially if g consists of only one holomorphic function / on D, the envelope of holomorphy of (D, <p) with respect to g is called a domain of holomorphy of f. A domain over M which is a domain of holomorphy of a holomorphic function on a domain over M is called shortly a domain of holomorphy. Moreover if g is the family of all holomorphic functions on D, the envelope of holomorphy of (D, <p) with respect to g is called shortly the envelope of holomorphy of 09,90-Let (D, <p) be a domain over M. A triple (D', q>, X) is called a covering domain of (D, <p) if the following condition is satisfied :
X is a mapping of (D', £/) on (D, <p) and for any point x of D there exists a neighbourhood U of x such that X maps each connected component of \~l(U} biholomorphically onto U.
Sometimes we also say that (ZX, X) is a covering domain of D. A covering domain (JD*, ^>*, X) of (Z), cp) satisfying the following condition is called a universal covering domain of (J9, <p) :
For any covering domain (ZX, ^/, X') of (D, <p) there exists a mapping p such that (D s , 9?*, /A) is a covering domain of (D', 0/)-The universal covering domain of a domain over M exists uniquely and a covering domain (£)', <p', X) of (J9, <p) is a universal covering domain of (D (1) CD, 9?) is a domain over M (2) Each r n is a mapping of (Z? w , <p ra ) in (Z?, 9?) with T,, = T OT OT£ for n^m. 
is called an analytic continuation ofr to (\,D i ,r 1 ').
We have the following Lemma as we remarked in [11]. Lemma 5. Le^f (r n ,D,<p) be a limit of a monotonously increasing sequence {(_D n , <p w ); T^} of domains over a Stein manifold S, (X w , Z) n , <£> w ) and (X, 5, c/>) ^^, respectively, the envelopes of holomorphy of (Z) n ,9? n ) <2^rf (D,<p)i T™ and r n be, respectively, the analytic continuations of r^ and r n to (X w , .D^, 9^).
TAew {(^r a , ») »^m} ^ ^ monotonously increasing sequence of domains over S and (r n ,D,<p) is its limit.
Let r be a mapping of a domain (Di,<pO over a complex
<pf,X 2 ) be, respectively, the universal covering domains of (A>9>i) and (Aj>9O-Then there exists a mapping r s of (Df,<pf) in CD*, 9?*) with roX 1 = x 2 o T s . T * is called a mapping of (Df,<pf) in CDi,9?i) associated to the mapping r. We have the following Lemma. Lemma 6 0 Let (r n ,D,<p) be the limit of a monotonously increasing sequence {(Ai> <p w ) ; T^} 0/ domains over a complex mainfold M, CDL £>L X w ) tf^rf (D*, 9?*, X) 66, respectively, the universal covering domains of (Ai>9>n) and (A 00, rU <2?zJ T| £0, respectively, the mappings of (D*,^*) /» (-Dm»9>IL) ^^^ (D 9 we obtain a subsequence {yj of {1,2, 3,"-} and a sequence {J£ 7 ' J satisfying the conditions (1) and (2) (1) and (2) Let (r w ,Z), <p) be a limit of a monotonously increasing sequence {(Ai, 9> n ),r£} °f domains over M. As a corollary to Lemma 9 we have the following Proposition.
Proposition 1^, ?^) and Xlo/^H^A^-ffCMSlz). For ASlj) we put a|E=i*(a) and *(a]E) = X?(iJ(a)). We consider the set Eg of all subdomains E of D such that *(a|£')=0 for any a^g. Then (Eg, c) forms a partially ordered set. Let (£={C,;feT} be a totally ordered subset of (Eg, c).
We put Then C is a subdomain of D.
There exists a sequence (Z?g, c) .
Then there exists a maximal element of (Dg, c) which is an upper bound of £.
Making use of Corollary of Lemma 8 we can also prove the following Proposition similarly.
Proposition 5 0 Let % be a set of Cousin-I distributions in a domain D in a Stein manifold, D% be the set of all subdomains E of D in which any distribution of g has a solution and E be a totally ordered subset of (Z)g, c).
Then there exists a maximal element of (Dg, c) which is an upper bound of E. § 5. Intersection of Cousin's domains
In this paragraph we denote by L a fixed, but arbitrary, abelian complex Lie group exclusively. A direct product P of n simply connected domains in a complex plane is called simply connected polycylinder In C n . Of course we have H^P, §I Z )=0. 
Proof. For flreGL(l, C) we define the />-/> matrix #(tf) by putting For ^eGL(^, C) we put /3(aO = det(fl).
Then a and /3 are desired homomorphisms.
Lemma 12. L££ L <7^rf I/ £0 
